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NonStop’s Prague team

WElcome to
NonStop Consulting
We’ve put this brochure together to help you understand just what a NonStop career can offer.
We are a leading specialist recruitment consultancy and like our clients, we look to employ the best talent.
We are seeking potential, plain and simple – from whatever walk of life, from whatever country or culture.
If you’re looking for an international career with exceptional development potential and phenomenal rewards, read on to find out
how you could DEVELOP, GROW, SUCCEED with us.
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Why NonStop?
We realise there are many choices for those interested in getting into recruitment, but not many
of them can offer you the genuine life experience of working n such an international environment
alongside exceptional rewards, training, career development and a genuine community of likeminded people.
NonStop is a business of real personality and of real opportunity; a company on a mission. Our business model is
disrupting the recruitment industry and providing us an exceptional growth platform to become one of the world’s
largest recruitment businesses. We are going global and are looking to find motivated minds in order to be our next
business leaders around the world.
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The NonStop Opportunity
NonStop is built on a philosophy of challenging ourselves and a desire to help our people achieve their potential
while providing the very best service for our clients. We are more than a fastest-growing, market-leading recruitment
consultancy; we are a training and development company helping unlock people’s potential to become exceptional
recruiters and business leaders.

This is a fast-tracked, genuinely international, personally, professionally and financially
rewarding career with no barriers to entry other than your mindset: your motivation and
ambition. Everything else, we can teach you.
You will be joining a diverse, multicultural community of like-minded people all on the same journey as you with every
NonStopper playing their part in creating a combined culture that has phenomenal energy, passion and
enthusiasm.
A NonStop recruiter is a true expert in their specific niche market. They form relationships with clients who are looking
for people to join their own business, and then use their skills and knowledge to find those people and connect them
with the clients. And for every successful match, NonStoppers get a share of the money they bring into the business
(up to 40% of the fee the client pays!) meaning your potential earnings are limitless and directly related to what you
put in.

Nonstop
Training & Development
We’re not going to lie, it’s not going to be completely easy. But
learning something new isn’t often easy and you can’t expect
success to just fall in your lap. You need to put in the time and
effort to achieve the rewards but you won’t be asked to do it all
yourself.
Our award-winning, training programme with a full-time team of multilingual
trainers is proven to develop elite recruiters. 99% of our consultants joined
us with no prior recruitment experience but are now among the best in the
industry.
Regardless of your prior experience, we will provide all the training necessary to
help you find your feet in this fast-paced, exciting industry. Through
classroom-based and one-on-one sessions, workshops, role plays, self study and
at-desk coaching, you will start building your own business unit (your market)
and developing your own clients within a few short months.
But the learning never stops at NonStop! We pride ourselves on offering
continual professional development from entry-level to director-level!
Anders Sandberg
Associate Partner

“

The training and career progression
potential offered by NonStop helped me
to develop so quickly that I now manage
the entire business and have a realistic
retirement target in place and which I
should achieve in the next 5-10 years. It has
completely changed my life.
Ben Jones, CEO

”

Nonstop
Career Development
Career development and growth at NonStop comes from personal development but also the business
growing rapidly, meaning more entry-level people joining and more chance for people to step up into
leadership roles and help those new people develop.
This is the organic growth we are proud of and means NonStoppers are likely to be promoted into
management roles far quicker than at any other recruitment organisation. A key factor in why we are able to support people to
do that is due to the training, coaching and mentoring that continues throughout the NonStop career.
But the career path doesn’t have to lead into management – we have some people who chose to become
career consultants, through our Executive Partner Programme, or to move into other departments. Our
Training & Development and Talent Acquisition teams, for example, have been built from NonStoppers
moving from other roles. Various roles within our operations team are also an option.
As a NonStopper you can move into more senior roles as fast as your ability, motivation and ambition will
allow you. Yes, there is promotion criteria but it is clear, transparent and most importantly, consistent throughout the company.

NonStop
Rewards & Benefits
Motivated minds earn motivating rewards and nowhere is that more true than here at NonStop. From an industry-leading,
uncapped commission scheme that sees our top performing recruiters earning six figure annual incomes, to rewards such as
supercars and life-changing bonuses.
But NonStop’s rewards structure is not just financial: Our top performers are rewarded with annual trips abroad whilst everyone
has access to our lifestyle rewards platform, allowing them to cash in performance-related tokens for rewards of their choice.
These lifestyle rewards include a rent-free holiday in our founder’s Italian villa, private helicopter rides, Rolex watches, taking one
of our company Ferraris for a road trip, luxury spa and wellness experiences, Michelin-star dining experiences, and much more!
We also add new rewards based on employee suggestions.

Relocation Assistance and
Company Accommodation

Currently only on offer for people moving to join
us in Prague, or at our discretion

Gym Memberships

And personal trainers, through the lifestyle
rewards platform.

Michelin Star Meals

Redeemed through the lifestyle rewards
platform

Concert Tickets

Redeemed through the lifestyle rewards
platform

Company Cars: Ferraris or
Teslas

Our directors earn super cars but more junior
people have a chance to take them for a spin
via the lifestyle rewards scheme.

Spa and Wellness

Redeemed through the lifestyle rewards
platform

Luxury Holidays

Each year our top performing recruiters are
whisked away for a five-star holiday

What does it take
to be a nonstopper?
NonStop owners are passionate about giving people a chance – regardless of
who you are, where you’ve come from or what you’ve done previously.
Should you display the right mindset, NonStop wants to give you the
opportunity to achieve your potential.

WHAT DOES THAT MINDSET INCLUDE?

Chloé Khatcherian
Director
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what do our employees
think about nonstop?

“What I love most about NonStop is that you
always have the space to learn something new,
to take on a new challenge and you simply
can’t get bored!”
Elena Dumitrescu
Business Support Team Leader

Sebastian Bell
Team Leader

Marketa Littlemore
Training & Development Manager

Marek Caladi
Business Support Manager

Coming from an international family, it was
quite clear I was going to move abroad and
after school, I moved from Germany to the UK to
study law. After graduating I realised law wasn’t
the career path for me so I started looking for a
role where I could use my language skills and
also learn a lot. I became a NonStopper and
thanks to the training and support, I progressed
from entry level to team leader within a year!
Joining NonStop was one of the best decisions
I’ve made.

It’s our people that make our business great.
Our culture is based on core values, a supportive
working environment, continual development
and individual recognition. This is what drives us
to achieve the best as a team. My story is one of
the many examples of NonStop’s development
opportunities. I joined the business in an entrylevel position in March 2008 and am now
responsible for training our new colleagues!
I love the fact one never stops learning at
NonStop.

NonStop gave me the opportunity to work
remotely from home as a part-timer while
finishing my university studies. Once I started
working full-time in the office, it took me five
months to go from QA Specialist to Senior QA
Specialist and eventually become a QA Team
Leader, and now Business Support Manager.
This shows you can really fast-track your career
with NonStop and at the same time obtain a
transferable and unique skill set.

“What I love about NonStop is that it’s a
business where everyone was pulling in the
same direction with a focus on continual
improvement, coaching and progression.”
David Lord
Sales Manager

Ghazi Ben
Associate Partner

Jane Starostina
Team Leader

Matthew Beedle
Executive Partner

My NonStop career began in the Quality
Assurance department and am now working
as a recruitment consultant. I doubt I could
find a company culture better than here –
an organisation run by young people with
uncapped commission structure, leadership
opportunities,
continual
training
and
development, and so much more. What’s not
to like!?

I joined NonStop after working in different fields
such as education, administration, tourism
and sales. I always felt there was a limitation
in terms of development, salary, progression
or autonomy in those roles. But with NonStop,
I’d progressed from entry level to manager in
just seven months, and earned some great
commission too. If you are also sure you want
to learn, grow and earn, the NonStop chance is
waiting for you.

I came to NonStop with no money and very
little opportunities in front of me. I now drive
a nice car, own an apartment in London, and
am looking to buy a second property! This may
sound too good to be true, but for someone
who really wants to make it happen then
it really can, I am living proof. What makes
NonStop different from many companies is
that the company owners are truly bought-in to
growing the company, and bought-in to every
person that works here.

Our Hiring Process
Our hiring process is basically about us seeing if you are right for our business and you seeing if we are right for you. We typically
conduct first stage interviews over the phone, before progressing to video interviews, or Experience Days, for those we think
would be a great fit for NonStop. We aim to teach you something about recruitment along the way with workshop-style sessions
during the days too. Don’t worry, this is more about us seeing if you will be comfortable talking to people over the phone, and
whether you are able to take on and apply feedback. Should you join NonStop, the ability to apply feedback will be key in your
development. These Experience Day sessions will also allow you to test the role of recruiter and see if you like it.

If we could give you one piece of advice on acing your interview and Experience
day it is to be yourself – we want to see the real you! Get involved, engage
with your interviewers and show us how much you want this!
Josh Reavenall, Head of Talent Acquisition

APPLICATION

NONSTOP REVIEWS APPLICATION

REGISTER ON THE NONSTOP SYSTEM
Register on our portal to find a lot of information about your upcoming interview and, if successful, complete your Experience Day

INTRODUCTORY CALL
Usually within a few days of registration

VIDEO INTERVIEW
Usually within a day or two of the introductory call

EXPERIENCE DAY
We usually run at least one a week

JOB OFFER
We’ll let you know within a week of your Experience Day

ONBOARDING

ADDITIONAL
PHONE
INTERVIEW
This may be requested in
some situations

Interested in Learning More?
Check out our YouTube channel for some videos that explain in more detail what we do and how we do it.
Or, if you’re reading this online, click on the images below to watch.

www.youtube.com/c/NonStopConsulting

NonStop’s Prague team

Czech Republic: +420 228 882 312
France: +33 180 142 030
Germany: +49 891 4377 3890
Italy: +39 023 051 0140
Netherlands: +31 106 690 591
Romania: +40 376 206 460
Spain: +34 392 420 346
Switzerland: +41 435 080 817
United Kingdom: +44 207 940 4595
United States: +1 617 420 4128
careers@nonstopconsulting.com
www.nonstop-careers.com

